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A piece of pressed wood on wheels. Feet, legs, a 
body. Pavement: flat, sloped, banked, or curved. None of these things 
are gender specific. And yet, skating remains a cis-male dominated 
activity.  Show up at any park on any random day, and you’ll be lucky 
to see one woman in twenty, one in forty.  My name is Amelia, I use 
the pronouns “she” and “her,” and I love to skate.  What I don’t love 
is feeling out of place and being treated like I don’t belong.  But I do 
love skating, so I turned those feelings into a project.

What is it like for other females?  Are some experiences 
universal?  Does someone out there hold the key to feeling comfortable 
at a skatepark?  What do other skaters who aren’t cis males have to say 
about skating?  (I realized part way into this project that, by fashioning 
it around my own experiences, the title of the project excluded 
nonbinary or gender fluid folks.  I’m sorry.  In practice, this project 
was inclusive of non cis male skaters when possible, because the 
experiences of all gender minorities are valuable.) 

In the spring of 2017, I set myself the goal of interviewing and 
photographing every female (or nonbinary and gender fluid person) I 
skated with, during every skate session, for one whole year.  Spring 
break 2017 to spring break 2018.  (I’m a high school teacher, so I’m 
forever on the academic schedule.) My initial hypothesis, based on my 
feelings of nearly always being the only female at the park, was that the 
end product would be a set of photos so small that it would visually 
illustrate the absence of women in skating. Like, maybe if I did a 
show, I would have a few photos and a bunch of empty frames. But, as 
it turns out, I actually do skate with loads of women in a year, proving 
a null hypothesis. I was wrong.  I’m very okay with having proved 
myself wrong. The absence of women is very large, no doubt about 
that, but the presence of females is also large. And that’s what this 
project celebrates: The presence of girls and women.

But please don’t be pacified. The shes and hers who were 
photographed shareed many stories of gender discrimination. Stories 
of men and boys being directly or indirectly exclusionary to females 
who want to skate. And that sucks. These are the shes and hers who 
started skating and who keep skating, even in the face of this relentless 
(and often completely unintentional) misogyny. But there are many 
more who never start, or start and find the scene to be way more than 
they can take. I don’t know what I’m doing next, but I don’t think I 
will have closure until I create something that addresses the sexism in 
skateboarding head on.  For now, though, these are the women and 
girls who do get out and skate.



#1: Unknown Girl
Eugene, Oregon. April, 2017

Holga, medium format

I started the photo part of this project before I had the whole thing in 
mind.  Before I had my rules.  For the first few folks I chatted with and 
photographed, I didn’t get names or do interviews, which is a bummer.
This girl was new to skating, and loved cruising the snake run on her 

penny board.  Approaching her and her dad felt weird and hard, but she 
was stoked, and he appreciated a female skater taking the time to 
connect with his daughter.  His positivity helped me overcome my 

discomfort with reaching out to strangers.



#2: A Mom Skates in Santa Cruz
April, 2017

Canon AE-1, color 35 mm

Santa Cruz has a long skate history, and I’ve skated this park quite a few 
times while passing through on roadtrips.  This was the first time I’d skated 
with another woman.  She stands out in more ways than one.  She is one of 
three mothers I’ve ever seen skate with their kids.  Three.  Ever.   I’ve skated 
most days every week for fiveish years.  There’s been countless fathers 
skating, and countless mothers sitting on the sidelines.  Countless.  But only 
ever three mothers.  WTF.

When I chatted with her, she made the incredibly obvious statement that 
skating is way more fun than watching.  Hell yeah it is!

(This was also pre-rules and pre-interview and pre-contact info collecting)



Jocelyn (#3)
May at Pier Park

Holga, medium format

A few questions for Jocelyn

Favorite place to skate: Newberg
What do you love about skating: “It makes me feel like a kid.” 

What is one hard thing about skating: “I can’t afford to get hurt anymore.”
Why did you start? “Because it was fun.”

What do you know now that would have been helpful to know when you 
were just starting out: “I wish I wouldn’t have stopped when I was younger.  

Instead, I stopped, then picked it back up in my twenties.”
Advice for people who are just starting out?  “Have fun.”



Joanna (#4)
April at Pacifica

Canon AE-1, color 35 mm
I finally started writing down names and contact info.



Skating As Art
by Joanna Alvarez

I’ve been thinking a lot lately about what skating is to me, a queer, 
overthinking, creative-minded Latinx person. I know that these factors 
and more come into play when doing anything. Even at the skate park, 
my presence is political, whether I choose it or not. I can feel what it’s 
like when people are watching me skate because they are interested in 
what I’m doing, and I can feel when there are eyes watching, waiting to 
see me fail. Despite all of this and more, what skating really is to me is a 
fun form of creative self-expression. It’s an art in its own right, to have 
wheels under your feet to carve lines and slash your way through bowls, 
to have your blood splatter on the pavement, to roll through a city and 
feel its grooves and imperfections under your feet. Skating gets 
transformed and innovated by all kinds of people. Skaters have 
collaborated with musicians, filmers, artists of all kinds to make some 
incredible pieces. 

Sometimes, I have to remind my overthinking self not to be too hard on 
myself when I’m frustrated with my progress. And then I have to remind 
myself of 13 year-old me, who mostly taught herself how to play guitar 
and write songs. Sure, I needed some guidance at first, with the very 
basics, but then I built on that and taught myself a lot. And, while I’m 
not the greatest guitarist ever, I can still create more and learn more. 
And that is what artists do. That is what skaters do. All it takes is time, 
patience, figuring out the process. We all have our own ways of learning. 
Some of us, like me, have huge mental hurdles to get over before 
learning or trying certain things. Some people can say “fuck it” and try 
something in a second. There are all kinds of learners and thinkers, and 
we all have our own ways of figuring things out. 

In this world filled with “instagram stars”, and the competitiveness that 
comes with it, it’s important to remember why we skate, and why we 
fucking matter too. It’s important to remember how fucking fun and 
freeing skating is, how powerful it feels to say “fuck everything else, I’m 
here and I’m skating”. Even if you feel like you fucking suck. Because, at 
the end of the day, your process is your own. If all you want to do is roll 
around, own it. Own the fact that, sometimes what we do is fucking scary 
and sometimes it takes time to get over that fear. Own that fear. Own the 
fact that you’ve been able to get over that fear. Own your process. Fuck 
what anyone else might say.



Mischa (#5)
May at Pier Park

Olympus Pen FT Half-Frame, 35 mm

The lovely Mischa reminds us not to take ourselves too seriously.  

I only crossed paths with her the one time, and forgot to get her contact info or 
do a proper interview.  I hope she kept at it.  I hope we were just missing each 
other like ships in the night.  I hope we’ll get to skate together again sometime.



Megan on Blades (#6)
May at Pier Park

Canon AE-1, 35mm

On shredding while female:
“I feel like I have a free pass going to skate parks.  People used 

to be really agro, but now when I show up on my blades, everyone is just 
like, ’sweet, there’s a girl!’”



Lizzy (#9)
June at Pier Park

Olympus Pen FT, 35 mm

One time, Lizzy Armanto showed up to skate Pier.  She was with Tony 
Hawk, Ben Raybourn, and skate photographer Jason Hernandez 
filming a video for Birdhouse. It was a lot.  I kind of went into system 
overload.  I still managed to skate a little bit, but words were not my 
friends and talking out loud felt like swimming through molasses.  I 
get star-struck really easily. 

But rules is rules, and the parameters of this project dictated that I 
include her.  

But then all my interview questions sounded trite. So instead, and not 
that this is better but my mind had all but stopped working, instead… 
I asked her about her fresh white nail polish, and how could she keep 
it so pristine in the face of grip tape and rough cement. She 
recommends gels. Now you know.  You’re welcome.



She mostly skated 
the deep end of the 
big bowl.  Frontside

airs and feeble 
grinds in vert.



Clare and Elise from Seattle (#7 & #8)
June at Pier Park

Holga, medium format

A customer at Elise’s work 
needed to pay off a tab, but had 
no cash.  He paid with this 
skateboard.  This skateboard is 
money.

I heard through the grapevine 
that she didn’t stick with it.  
That’s fine.  Skating isn’t for 
everyone.  No one thing is a 
perfect fit for everyone.  I’d just 
like to see skating become 
something that everyone feels 
like they could try out if they 
want to.  Skate, or don’t. It 
might turn out to be something 
you don’t like.  Or maybe it’s 
your new favorite thing.  You 
won’t know until you try.

Clare lives in Seattle and 
travels to Portland for 
work occasionally.  She and 
Elise were just learning to 
ride their boards last 
spring.  The day they came 
and skated Pier just so 
happened to be the very 
same day that Lizzy et. al. 
were there filming.  Quite 
the surprise.



Tooter (#9)
June at Pier Park

Olympus Pen FT, 35mm

Favorite Park: Pier Park
What do you like about skating? It’s very challenging to skate and I like to accomplish 
my challenges.  I like learning new tricks that are very difficult to me.  
Why did you start? Skating looked like a lot of fun when my brother did it.
What do you know now that would have been helpful to know when you were a 
beginner? I would want to know that it sometimes hurts when you fall down.
Advice for beginners: They should be very careful and look around the skatepark
before they start to skate
Why are there less women/girls who skate than men/boys? Because some women and 
girls don’t have the confidence and courage to skate
What can women and girls do to help each other? We can build up their confidence

What could make it equal is that boys can let girls actually have a chance to build up 
their confidence and have a chance to skate.



Aunika (#10)
June at Pier Park

Ilford Disposable Camera, 35mm

Aunika truly embodies the phrase, “skate or don’t.”  Because sometimes 
you want to shred, and sometimes you don’t.  When Aunika skates, she 
gives it her all and totally kills.  Sometimes she doesn’t want to, even though 
she’s from a skate family dynasty.  Sometimes she wants to focus on the 
other wonderful things life has to offer, like kicking ass at volleyball.  A true 
free spirit, doing what she wants, when she wants.



#11: Josephine
June

Pier Park
Olympus Pen FT, 35mm



Josephine, a soon-to-be freshman at Benson Polytechnic, began skating in 
earnest just this summer.  (Let it be known that she picked up skating right 
at the age I was when I decided that I was too old to start, that my window 
for learning to skate had closed.)  At the time of these photos, she had 
already worn through her first pair of skate shoes! 

Having been a highly competitive, sponsored swimmer in the past, she is 
both enjoying and is challenged by the need for independence and lack of 
competition present in skating.

May we all remember to take on new challenges whenever we damn well 
want to.



Maude (#12)
June at Pier Park

Canon AE-1, 35mm
Maude’s Words:

I love that you zoom through the air and you feel free. but it’s also really risky and 
it’s such an adventure.

A hard thing about skating is that it’s really really scary!! It’s so terrifying and you 
can’t be scared to fall which is really terrifying to me!

I think that a lot of girls don’t want to skate because they are stuck in the stereotype 
that “girls aren’t tough enough to skate” or do certain sports, etc. It’s really dumb 
because honestly girls can do anything that boys can do! Also, there are not many 

women skateboard role models so some girls don’t even think of skating as an option 
in the first place!

As women, we can show that women can skate by skating and by doing what the boys 
do, if not then better!

Men can help promote women skaters by working with them and teaching them and 
asking them for help. For example, I noticed that on Tony Hawk’s Instagram, a lot 

of the videos are of guys that skate and I think that it would be awesome if important 
male role models post videos of women skating and rocking it as well!



Rel (#13)
June at Pier Park

Canon AE-1, 35mm

“People get really stoked on female skaters. It's nice to feel supported. I still 
don't like skating alone because I'm a beginner. I'm not a true beginner but I 
still feel like I'm on the lower rung. People are encouraging once they know 
you're more of a beginner. It's always exciting when people are beginners! I 
feel like, as a learner, everyone is really supportive. Everyone is trying new 
stuff. That's the side of skateboarding people don't see. They just see mean 
mugging.”



Jen, Rel, and Sandy
June at Pier Park
Canon AE-1, 35mm

Rel’s Advice for Beginners:

Keep doing it! We’ve all been there.



Sandy (#14)
June at Pier Park

Canon AE-1, 35mm

How did you get started? 
I started skating when I was 15. My sister was longboarding. Everyone 
was skating. I just got into it. I’m 26 now.

What’s it like being a female who skates? 
When I fall down, my friends know that I’m fine but other people freak 
out. When I can ollie, people are amazed, just because I’m a girl.

What can women do to address the gender disparity in skating? 
I want to be out there more. I want to show that girls are into skating, 
too, and not just showing up to parks to watch the guys skate.

Advice for beginners? 
No pain, no gain.



Jen (#15)
June at Pier Park

Canon AE-1, 35mm

What is it like for you, being a female who skates?
When I first went to the skate park it was at a time when there wasn't 
that many girls skating. The guys were really excited and supportive and 
helpful. When I think about guys who are just getting into skating, 
there's more of a comradery, maybe a playful hazing, especially if they're 
younger. When girls come, the guys are really excited because they want 
to encourage them to do more. My guy friends tend to learn better by 
watching people skate, but girls tend to ask for pointers. Anytime I've 
asked, people are really excited to give advice. It heals the barrier 
between guys and girls because it takes away the gender difference and 
makes it more about the skating.

Advice for beginners? 
If you fall, it doesn't mean you fail, it means you will progress



Julie
June at Pier Park

Olympus Pen FT, 35mm

Julie (#16)
June at Pier Park

Olympus Pen FT, 35mm

Julie Says:
I started when I was a teenager and 
then me and [my boyfriend,] Chad 
picked it up a few years ago. It was my 
dream to skate bowls but I was 
intimidated because it was all boys. 
But now I don't care. 
I’m 33 now, and I'm too old to be 
bothered.

Julie’s Advice
Persistence. Don't be afraid to get 
hurt because it happens. I'm covered 
in bruises. Stick with it!



Project Rules:

• Duration: Spring Break 2017 to Spring Break 2018

• Must be every time I skated, not just when I felt like talking to strangers

• Must be film photos only.  (I’m a super novice photographer, and this project has 
been quite fun and challenging.)

• They must have stood on their skateboard while it was in motion at some point 
during my skate session, and they must want to be included in the project. 

• Non-skating females (roller skates, blades, scooters) were included if I felt like it 
and if they were there to use the skatepark like a skatepark.

• I started doing interviews in late May.  I tried my best to take notes quickly, and 
keep folks’ statements in their own words.  I only edited for readability.

Cameras Used:

• 35mm film cameras: Canon AE-1 (everyone’s film class camera), Olympus Pen FT 
(half frame!), Stereo Realist (3D), Lomography Simple Use (reloadable 
disposable), Ilford Disposables, various other random disposables

• 120 film (medium format): Holga, plastic Japanese toy camera known for artsy 
and unpredictable light leaks

• 110 film: Micro Shot, a tiny, pink, plastic toy camera from the ‘90s 

• 127 film: Baby Brownie Special, a little black Bakelight camera from the ’40s that 
originally sold for $1.25

Upon compiling this list of cameras, I have realized that perhaps I have a collecting 
problem. Perhaps I should chill a bit on impulse purchasing weird and toy 
cameras. Or not. Probably not. 

Me skating Venice



Thanks for picking up Volume 1 of Skating With Shes and Hers.

Look for more volumes coming soon.

Get in touch!

e-mail me at abpuffin@gmail.com

All these photos and more can be found on instagram at 
#skatingwithshesandhers


